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Connections—The Newsletter of Chapter 52, Columbus
and Central Ohio, Society of
Broadcast Engineers
There will be a combined meeting of SBE Chapter 52 Columbus and Central Ohio,
and the Ohio Section of SMPTE on

THURSDAY, MARCH 30, 2017 AT
MILLS — JAMES PRODUCTIONS
3545 FISHINGER BLVD
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43026
REFRESHMENTS AT 6:30,
PROGRAM AT 7:00 PM

MILLS - JAMES PRODUCTIONS, 3545 FISHINGER BLVD., COLUMBUS, OHIO
43026 Driving directions: Traveling north or south on I-270 on the west
side of Columbus, exit at Exit 13 at Hilliard-Cemetery Road. Go east on Hilliard-Cemetery Road toward Fishinger Blvd.—Upper Arlington. Travel approximately 0.8 miles on Fishinger Blvd., turn right into parking lot at Mills James,
3545 Fishinger Blvd.
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March Speaker: Mr. Brian Claypool Of BARCO Inc.
Brian Claypool is currently the Vice President of Strategic Business Development for Barco’s Entertainment Division as well as the Central Region Governor for SMPTE and divides his time between Ohio, Los Angeles and Belgium.
Brian has over 25 years experience in the broadcast and cinema entertainment
industry, indoctrinated into the business as a projectionist in his hometown of
Circleville, Ohio and as a production intern at WNCI in the early 90’s.
Prior to joining Barco, Brian held positions in the Radio and Television broadcasting industry ranging from Program Director and Afternoon Drive on-air
talent at WFCB in Chillicothe, to various engineering roles at WBNS TV in
Columbus, Ohio. In 1998, Brian moved west and landed a position with Lucas film’s THX division as a technical supervisor and over a 5 year period visited and calibrated over 1700 cinemas and mixing stages worldwide.
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From the beginnings of Digital Cinema, Brian subsequently occupied positions
with both Avica Technology as well as Christie Digital Systems before eventually
moving to Barco.
At Barco, Brian is responsible for various advanced technology business initiatives including the global management of Barco’s Audio technology group and has
overseen the release of over 150 films in “Auro 11.1 by Barco” on hundreds of
screens worldwide.
Brian attended Ohio University in Athens, Ohio where he majored in Engineering
with a minor in Music Performance.

Agenda:
Brian will provide an overview of the latest advancements in immersive sound from both a standards perspective as well as a review of the current status of immersive sound in both the broadcast/ consumer and cinema markets.

See related press lease on following page.
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Cinemark Inks Deal With Barco to Install
Auro 11.1 Sound Systems

Cinemark has announced plans to install Barco’s Auro 11.1 system in more
than 150 of its “Extreme Digital” premium large format screens worldwide.
Barco got an important endorsement from Cinemark. Damian Wardle,
vp worldwide theaters technology and presentation for the chain, said in a
statement: "After independently testing both commercially available immersive cinema sound systems, it became abundantly clear that Auro 11.1
provides the best complement to the Cinemark XD experience."
"We firmly believe that the fullness and richness of Auro’s height layer,
coupled with the discreetness of the future and open standard object-based
capabilities supported by Auro, will make for the best moviegoing experience possible," Wardle said. "It’s backward and forward compatibility with
existing cinema audio systems, in addition to the ease and economy regarding both implementation and operation, are also critical elements."
Theater owners and studios want standards to address the proprietary and
incompatible immersive sound formats. Currently, studios have to do two
separate mixes if they wish to release films in both formats. That has included DreamWorks Animation’s Turbo and Sony's Elysium.
Barco and Dolby are each offering a different approach to this issue.
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This article originally appeared in Radio World and is reprinted with permission. Visit radioworld.com.
SBE 52 gratefully acknowledges the kindness of Mr. Paul J. McLane, Editor In Chief of Radio World for permission to reprint this article
by Brett Moss. As you will recall Tim Anderson spoke to the chapter multiple times, most recently on May 15, 2015 on the topic of high
fidelity radio.

Tim Anderson Flies GatesAir
by Brett Moss on 12.08.2016
Tim Anderson, CPBE/DRB, CBNE, who
many in the industry know as the manager of Radio Product and Business
Development at equipment manufacturer GatesAir, has left the company to
pursue his dream to be a professional
airline pilot.
Radio World managed to keep him on
the ground a little longer to answer
some questions.
Radio World: Are you really, literally,
flying the coop?
Tim Anderson: I recently accepted a First Officer position
with United Airlines’ regional carrier CommutAir and have started
training in Dallas. If all goes well,
I hope to be “flying the line” out
of Newark, N.J., by February
(burrrr!). However, my wife, Mary
Anne, and I will remain in at our
home base in Northern Kentucky.
RW: What prompted this?
Anderson: My two passions are
radio and aviation, but I’m just
flipping the priorities for awhile.
It’s exciting, terrifying and I see it
as a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.
RW: How long were you with Harris/GatesAir? What will you miss?
Anderson: I’ve been with GatesAir (and Harris) for about 9 1/2 years. I started in August 2007
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as the manager of Radio Product and Market Development, leading the conceptual
product development efforts for the Flexiva, HPX and FAX Family of FM transmitters
and HD Radio systems.
What I’ll miss most about working at GatesAir are the great people. They are some of
the smartest, most passionate professionals I’ve ever worked with. I’ll miss my customers too, some of whom I’ve grown up with and known for nearly 40 years. Oh, and
I’ll really miss playing with the cool toys.
RW: What did you do before Harris/GatesAir?
Anderson: Prior to joining GatesAir, I served as a broadcast systems engineer with
iBiquity, where I assisted in the development, testing and deployment of the HD Radio transmission system. Prior to that, I was a broadcast systems engineer for Avid
Technology, served as a consultant, and chief engineer for several major market radio stations, groups, networks and production facilities.
RW: How long have you had this “flying bug”?
Anderson: I think I was born with it. I’ve been in love with the airplanes as long as I
can remember. When I was about five years old, my dad took me to the airport where
I got to sit in his friend’s Piper Cub. Around 10 years old, I saw an ad in Look magazine advertising for TWA pilots with a captain in his uniform and sunglasses standing
next to this beautiful, shiny jet with the caption, “Our Pilots Will Make One Million Dollars Over Their Lifetime.”
Shortly after reading Richard Bach’s “Johnathan Livingston Seagull” and John Gillespie Magee’s inspirational poem “High Flight,” I actually flew for the first time ... and I
knew I was home.
In 1976 with a $70 per week salary from my first radio job, I started taking flying lessons to earn my Private Pilot license.
RW: Describe your flying experience/skill level.
Anderson: Today, I hold a Commercial Pilot License with Airplane Land and Sea, Airplane Multi-Engine Land and Airplane Instrument ratings with about 1,800 total
hours.
I’ve served in the Civil Air Patrol and the United States Air Force Auxiliary since 2004
as a Major and Senior Mission Pilot with several hundred mission hours.
RW: Do you own a plane?
Anderson: I own a 1970 Piper Cherokee 140. I bought “Baby” in 2005 originally to
get me back and forth from my job at iBiquity in Columbia, Md., and home in Covington, Ky. We’ve been together ever since and I have close to a thousand hours in her.
She helped me get my Commercial license and helped three friends earn their Private Pilot licenses. She’s a great little airplane!
RW: Do you work on your plane?
Anderson: I enjoy doing the routine maintenance work that’s permitted by regulation
like changing the oil, cleaning/gapping sparkplugs, servicing the tires and struts myself. I have a great mechanic who lets me work with him or supervises me and signsoff on the bigger things when I have the time to do it. I’ve even participated in a couple of owner-assisted annual inspections where we essentially take the airplane
apart and put it back together again. Those have been fun times and gave me a
chance to really learn the airplane.
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RW: How long will this training take?
Anderson: For about a month I’ve been studying to take the Airline Transport Pilot
written exam. I’ll be in the Airline Transport Pilot Certification Training Program (ATPCTP) in Dallas for 10 days before taking my written exam. I head off to ground
school for two weeks at Dulles beginning Jan. 3, then have three weeks of flight
school in Seattle. If all goes well, I should be flying either the Bombardier Dash 8
Q200/Q300 or the Embraer ERJ 145 out of Newark airport or Dulles airport by late
February or early March.
RW: But, wait, there’s more …
Anderson: I just want to take a moment and thank everyone in the industry for their
support, friendship and the great interviews and articles we’ve done over the years.
This isn’t goodbye. I plan to stay involved in broadcasting, doing consulting and contract work as time and opportunity will allow. To that end, I’ve re-established my consulting company, TBA Communications LLC. And I’m still working on some projects;
particularly working on summarizing some of the research I’ve done the past three
years and hope to continue doing work with GatesAir and others on a consulting basis.
Ultimately, the plan is to retire to the Bahamas, Virgin Islands or some other tropical
paradise, flying seaplanes between the islands and doing a little radio contract engineering by day and playing music on the beach by night. Gotta have a dream.
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This article originally appeared in Radio World and is reprinted with permission. Visit radioworld.com.
SBE 52 gratefully acknowledges the kindness of Mr. Paul J. McLane, Editor In Chief of Radio World and Mr. James E. O’Neal for
permission to reprint this article. If you ever wondered what those suspicious antennas were for at 7020 Huntley Rd. in Columbus, you now know. It was not the Columbus listening post of the CIA. Mr. Moersdorg has recently moved his collection to his
home in Delaware County. Hopefully we can have a showing someday.
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Chapter 52 Officers
Chairman:
John Owen, #3620
1393 Dutch Thomas Road
Peebles, Oh 5660
johno@qcom1.com
703.930.3763
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PLANNING AHEAD
Dayton Hamvention, May 19, 20 and 21 , 2017
(937) 276-6930, info@hamvention.org
P.O. Box 964 , Dayton, OH 45401-0964
At the Green County Fairgrounds

Vice Chairman:
John McKinley, #134113
510 Whitley Drive
Gahanna, Oh 43230
OhioRFman@gmail.com
614.475.1747
Secretary, Treasurer and
Newsletter Editor
Ralph B. Hoffman #19978
5665 Vanatta Rd,
Centerburg, Oh 43011
R.Hoffman@IEEE.Org
740.625.6575
Webmaster:
Robert Holden
7204 Lakspur Lane, Lot 164
Powell, TN 37849
rjholden1971@gmail.com
865.314.4285 (CF)

PLANNING AHEAD
Early Television Convention
May 5, 6 and 7 , 2017
(614) 771-0510. info@earlytelevision.org.
5396 Franklin Street, Hilliard, Ohio 43026.

Newsletter Editor Emeritus
Dave White #4363
288 Larrimer Avenue
Worthington, Oh 43085
DAWHI1@Columbus.rr.com
614.888.2069
Certification Chairman:
Position Presently Vacant

Now on Facebook & Twitter! Check them out!
Robert Holden, SBE Chapter 52 Webmaster, has opened a Facebook and a Twitter Account for Chapter
52 to help to communicate better with Chapter 52 Members.
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Ohio Region Sales: Mary Schnelle
Direct Office Phone: 513-899-3036
Mobile Phone: 513-476-4474
Fax: 513-824-8113
Email: mary@bgs.cc

Please Support Our Newsletter Advertisers!
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Ohio Broadcast Consultants
Gahanna, Ohio

Specializing in Broadcast RF Systems
John McKinley, Owner
(O) 614.475.1747 (M) 614.403.8139
OhioRFman@gmail.com

Don Archiable
Vice President / Director of Technology
darchiable@osborn-eng.com
m 216 630 2303

Marty R. Morgan

Morgan Consulting Services
Broadcast Video / Audio

Cell 740-504-7033

9770 New Delaware Rd.

martymorgan@embarqmail Mount Vernon, OH 43050

Please Support Our Newsletter Advertisers!

